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2016, multimedia installation, Arabic, English. Production 
companies Riwaq (Ramallah, Palestine), Idioms Film (Ramallah, 
Palestine). Research Kaldun Bshara. Video “On That Day” directed 
by Mohanad Yaqubi. 3D Model Yousef Taha.

“Sunday, 18 December 1917, Field Marshall Allenby entered Jerusa-
lem in a great military ceremony, marking the official victory and 
the conquest of Jerusalem... I still recall this great day, when he 
entered the Jaffa Gate.” Wasif Jawhariyyeh 

The multimedia installation Bawabet Yafa questions the notion 
of heritage and memory in Palestine by looking into the space of 
the Jaffa Gate through the lens of early photography in Palestine 
and the lively memories of Wasif Jawhariyyeh. This narrative tells 
an alternative story of the relationship between the material past 
and the national imagination that takes future generations into 
account and shows that the built environment, although not rec-
ognized as heritage, was part of the spatial discourse related to 
knowledge production about past events (in the future). Bawabet 
Yafa makes it possible to speculate, “What would have happened 
if Jawhariyyeh had kicked Ashbee’s* butt?”
*Charles Robert Ashbee was the appointed civic adviser to the 
British Mandate of Palestine and responsible for removing the 
clock tower of the Jaffa Gate. Wasif Jawhariyyeh was his secretary.

© Mohanad Yaqubi

Bawabet Yafa
Jaffa Gate

Riwaq, Khaldun Bshara

BAWABET YAFA, RiwaqBshara, Khaldun
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Khaldun Bshara, born in 1972 in Palestine, is an architect, restorer, 
and anthropologist who lives and works in Ramallah. He is the Di-
rector of Riwaq Centre in Ramallah, where he has worked since 1994. 
Bshara has carried out many architectural design and restoration 
projects and is the author of a number of books and articles. Bshara’s 
work explores the relation between space and identity formation. 
Particularly, he is interested in margins, peripheries, or liminal spaces 
that challenge grand identity narratives and grand theories on space.

Mohanad Yaqubi, born in 1981 in Kuwait, is a filmmaker and pro-
ducer and teaches Film Studies at the International Art Academy 
in Palestine. He is one of the founders of the Ramallah-based pro-
duction outfit Idioms Film and the research and curatorial collec-
tive Subversive Film, which focuses on militant film practices. He 
has directed and produced several short films, both fiction and 
documentary, which have been shown in international festivals.

Contact: http://riwaq.org  http://www.idiomsfilm.com
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2017, 4-channel video installation, color, 27 min., Arabic, English. 
Producer Sandra Schäfer, Ekaterina Degot. Production companies 
mazefilm (Berlin, Germany), Akademie der Künste der Welt 
(Cologne, Germany), Urban Subjects (Vienna, Austria). Director 
of photography Sandra Schäfer. Sound Sandra Boutros. Sound 
design Martin Ehlers-Falkenberg. Editor Sandra Schäfer. Production 
manager Caroline Kirberg. With Ibtissam Malak, Hassan el-Jeshi, 
Rahif Fayad. 

Contact: http://www.mazefilm.de/

The Shiite dominated neighborhood Haret Hreik in Beirut houses 
the headquarters of the Hezbollah Party, invisible to the outside. 
In 2006 the Israeli Army bombarded the neighborhood, which 
Hezbollah then quickly rebuilt. This rebuilding project is part of 
a military conflict and a geopolitical network in which architecture 
takes part in the production of space, landscape, and memory. 
The video installation shows offices where the reconstruction was 
planned and designed, one of the rebuilt houses itself, as well as 
a hall where Hezbollah sympathizers regularly gather to attend 
video addresses by the party leader Hassan Nasrallah. 
What does it mean when new buildings are meant to be added 
without rupture or break into the existing urban structure and into 
individual memories? How has the interpretation of resistance by 
Hezbollah become a dominant project that is manifest spatially? 
What does building mean if it leaves no room for ruins and 
commemoration, because it thinks in a logic of brief intervals of 
warlessness?

© Sandra Schäfer, VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2017

Constructed Futures: Haret Hreik

Sandra Schäfer

CONSTRUCTED FUTURES: HARET HRESchäfer, Sandra
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Sandra Schäfer, born in 1970 in Altenkirchen, Germany, is an artist 
living in Berlin. Her artistic works deal with the production of 
urban and transregional spaces, history, and visual politics. Her 
works are often the result of longer projects in which she researches 
the processes of unwrapping and re-reading documents, images, 
and spatial narratives. Her works have been shown in exhibitions 
internationally. She has been a member of the feminist distribution 
project Cinenova in London since 2010.

Films
1996: Doch bin ich wirklich (video installation, 38 min.). 1997: 
England–Deutschland (video installation, 171 min.). 1998: Mensch, 
Tanja! (video installation, 30 min.). 1999: Kontaktfreudig, offen 
und gewandt im Umgang (video installation, 7 min.). 2000: Die 
unsichtbare Dienstleistung (video installation, 4 min.). 2001: A 
Country’s New Dawn (5 min.). 2004: The Making of a Demonstration 
(10 min.). 2006: Traversée de la Mangrove (38 min.). 2007: Passing 
the Rainbow (71 min.). 2008: To Act in History (video installation, 
21 min.). 2011: On the Set of 1978ff (video installation, 58 min.). 
2013: Notes on Pasolini’s Form of a City. Sana’a, Sabaudia, Rome 
(video installation, 25 min.). 2014: Ba!ak!ehir: An Urban Model 
(video installation). 2016: Mleeta (video installation, 12 min., 
Forum Expanded 2016). 2017: Constructed Futures: Haret Hreik.
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2016, 2-channel video installation, color, 10 min., Arabic. 
Production company Take to the Sea (Cairo, Egypt). 

Contact: gawad.md@gmail.com

In 2008, a group of researchers, writers, and filmmakers worked on 
producing a documentary that attempted to describe experiences 
of migration by sea from the north coast of Egypt to Europe. Eight 
years later, now in the face of exasperatingly high and desperate 
global migratory movements, two members of Take to the Sea, 
the collective behind the documentary, revisit the video footage 
produced in the process, looking back at some of the frail moments 
left ashore in formal narratives of migration and documentary 
filmmaking. 
Hawamesh Aan Al-Hegra is an attempt to look into the space 
between the filmmakers and their subjects, at times collapsing 
it and at others disrupting it. Set between a projection of a 
scrutinized sun – pixilated and zoomed in from the video footage –  
and an assemblage of video fragments, Hawamesh Aan Al-Hegra 
sneaks out of its traditional origins as a documentary and zooms 
into the materiality of images that endure on pixels and in memory.

© Take to the Sea

Hawamesh Aan Al-Hegra
Footnotes on Migration

Take to the Sea

HAWAMESH AAN AL-HEGRA to the Sea, Take 
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Take to the Sea started as an open-ended research project 
concerned with irregular migration from Egypt to Italy via the 
Mediterranean Sea in early 2008. Since then it has mutated many 
times, and different minds and motivations have migrated to and 
through it to produce image, sound, and text-based work that has 
circulated in film festivals, art exhibitions, and various publications 
in Arabic and English. In a more recent avatar, Take to the Sea 
turned the tide in on itself: They now interrogate their own ideas 
about migration, displacement, borders, and agency instead of 
looking to other subjects.

Hawamesh Aan Al-Hegra was realized by two members of the Take 
to the Sea collective: 

Lina Attalah is a journalist and writer based in Cairo.

Mohamed A. Gawad is an editor and filmmaker based in Cairo. 
He is co-founder of Cimatheque, and a board member of CIC – 
Contemporary Image Collective.

Films
2011: Not Yet Anywhere (sound installation), Fragments of a 
Suspended Practice (installation). 2013: I Swear I Saw This (video 
installation, loop), A Roomful of Lost Memory (installation), The 
answer is that we all depend heavily on wires, but we hardly ever 
think about them. (video installation). 2016: Hawamesh Aan Al-
Hegra / Footnotes on Migration.
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Isla Santa Maria – according to myth – is an island formed from 
the wreckage of a replica of one of Christopher Columbus’s ships, 
created for the World’s Columbian Exposition 1893 in Chicago. 
Based on this myth, Isla Santa Maria 3D draws together the violent 
colonialist legacy of Columbus with developments of perspective 
drawing and stereoscopic image-making as two histories that 
reordered the way we see the world. The film’s cast of characters –  
a dancing conquistador, an oracle appearing as a floating hologram, 
a group of representatives from another planet, and a flock of 
Victorian era revelers on a beach – are pulled out of time into a 
nonlinear narrative that overlaps histories, truths, and fantasies 
to re-imagine possible futures.

2016, 3D, color, 18 min., English. Producer Oliver Husain. Production 
company Oliver Husain (Toronto, Canada). Commissioned by Images 
Festival and Gallery TPW, Toronto. Written and directed by Oliver 
Husain. Director of photography Iris Ng. Production design Oliver 
Husain. Costumes Stuart Farndell. Make-up Buzz Buzz. Sound 
Michelle Irving. Music Michelle Irving. Sound design Michelle 
Irving. Editor Oliver Husain. With Liz Peterson (Dr. Hologram), 
Naishi Wang (Conquistador). 

Contact: oliver@husain.de

© Oliver Husain

Isla Santa Maria 3D

Oliver Husain

ISLA SANTA MARIA 3DHusain, Oliver
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A Map of the World Without Utopia: 

Oliver Husain’s Isla Santa Maria 3D

As a filmmaker and installation artist (the word multidisciplinary 
dulls in comparison) Oliver Husain is a consummate storyteller 
and visual thinker. Husain trained in film and media art in Germany 
before relocating to Toronto in 2006. Diverse in execution, his 
many projects share a concern for history and geography, built 
into one another like nesting dolls in their imaginatively built 
filmic explorations of the seemingly mundane. His work could be 
described as sculptural film or expanded cinema, emphasizing 
the extraordinary wit and performativity behind each of Husain’s 
projects. In fact, in one way or another, Husain has been making 
three-dimensional films for a long time; at various times in his 
oeuvre, screens move, hats are donned, and audiences act as the 
projection screen. The artist plays with depth and volume in 
works such as Rushes for Five Hats (2007), in which performers/
audience members don large hats in the row in front of the screen, 
blocking and distorting the experience for others. In Purfled 
Promises (2009) the screen itself moves towards the viewer, as 
syrupy camera movements advance on curtains of sea-colored 
velvet, showing a series of unveilings: a martini or brightly 
colored balloons, for example. Isla Santa Maria 3D (2016) is the 
artist’s first stereoscopic film (colloquially known as 3D film), co-
commissioned by Gallery TPW, Images Festival and Western Front, 
and premiered at Gallery TPW in Toronto. In Isla Santa Maria 3D, 
the viewing points are fixed, circumscribed by the technology 
of the 3D glasses. Everything in the gallery has stopped moving 
except the film. 

The film is a story of technologies of movement and projection, 
centred on a replica of the Santa Maria, the flagship of Columbus’s 
first Atlantic crossing. Columbus’s Santa Maria ran into a 
sandbank off the shores of Haiti on Christmas Day, 1492 and sank 
the next day. Four hundred years later in 1893, a replica of the 
Santa Maria was built for the World’s Columbian Exposition in 
Chicago. The replica did not sink but was instead left to rot in 
the Chicago basin for years after the fair. In the film’s opening 
scene, a conquistador moves slowly near a body of water, their 
choreography oriented around the movement of a telescope. 
White poles held in the hands of the dancing figure continually 
reorient to fix both the conquistador’s body and the surrounding 
geography in space. This moving geometry also indicates where 
the projection screen is in relation to the viewer, a fact not 
always otherwise apparent. Later in the film our conquistador 
returns, this times with circles, recalling Leonardo’s measure of a 
man. The multiplicity of circles echoes the shape of a telescope, 
the viewer at the tip and the dancer at the helm (ship metaphors 
abound). The narrative climax of the film comes in the form of a 
speech delivered by a certain Dr. Hologram (a projected image of 
a woman in Victorian garb) in front of a wildly costumed group 
of “representatives.” The scene is shot in the basement of the 
Art Gallery of Ontario, amongst the Thomson collection of ship 
models, which, among other storied vessels, holds a number 
of models made by prisoners of the Napoleonic wars. Amongst 
these charged miniatures, Dr. Hologram suggests that the group 
may be gathered there because their world is in crisis, that they 
may be suffering from “worry, despair, disillusionment, and 
disappointment,” a state familiar to those with experience of 
twenty-first century life. 

My title borrows from Oscar Wilde’s essay The Soul of Man Under 
Socialism, cited by Dr. Hologram in Husain’s film. Wilde writes, “a 
map of the world that does not include Utopia is not even worth 
glancing at, for it leaves out the one country at which Humanity 
is always landing. And when humanity lands there, it looks out, 
and, seeing a better country, sets sail. Progress is the realization 
of Utopias.” Wilde describes the ever-expanding (and often 
times utopian) dreams of imperial expansion with a particularly 
nineteenth-century mixture of disdain and possibility. In violent 
ignorance of indigenous cultures, utopian projects were frequently 
proposed within the space of the colony, believed to be terra 
nullius for the reinvention of a Europe perpetually thought to 
be in decay. That utopia comes at the expense of something or 
someone else is not lost on Husain. As he suggests in the film, the 
historical narratives of colonialism and stereoscopic photographs 
(the technological precursor to 3D film) are intertwined and 
mutually reinforcing; with stereoscopic images frequently being 
used as a way of experiencing other lands and communicating 
colonial aspirations (utopian or otherwise). Husain uses this 
trope of replication (of ship, of image, of colonial settlement) as a 
structuring force of the film. However, his tone is not prescriptive; 
the gallery becomes a space of possibility rather than education.

Husain notes that 3D film, as with the stereoscopic viewers that 
preceded it, has only one ideal viewpoint from which all others 
diverge, what he refers to as a king or queen’s-view. As the history 
of art tells us, the rise of the tradition of single-point perspective 
in European art corresponded with the rapidly increasing desire to 
“see” newly conquered lands – as sight was privileged as the modus 
operandi of occupation and ownership. Images arranged according 
to single-point perspective render the observer/spectator outside 
the picture, stressing the objectivity and reality of that pictured. 
Photography later followed in service to such an image of reality, 
pursuing single point perspective and echoing the vision for a 
central, rational subject for whom these images are offered up.

Describing a fantastical map in his epic novel Against the Day 
(one of Husain’s many sources), Thomas Pynchon writes:
“The problem lies with the projection. The author of the Itinerary 
[the map] imagined the Earth not only as a three-dimensional 
sphere but, beyond that, as an imaginary surface, the optical 
arrangements for whose eventual projection onto the two-
dimensional page proved to be very queer indeed.”

The equivalency set up by Pynchon between the known three-
dimensionality of our globe and that of an imaginary surface 
seems apt in relation to Husain’s interest in the world exhibition 
and technologies of vision as they relate to the history of 
colonialism. World exhibitions acted fruitfully as spaces of 
projection for colonial ambition and global capital, with images 
and three-dimensional models acting as currency for both. As Dr. 
Hologram reminds us: “The replica of the Santa-Maria was built 
in celebration of imperialism… Its ending as soft pile for ducks 
to sit on can be seen as a reversal of its original intention.” Both 
photography and world fairs operated to document and celebrate 
imperial expansion, with sections of the Chicago exhibition 
dedicated to the latest in photographic technology and ‘exotic’ 
replicas of faraway lands – “Little Egypt” being just one of the 
most famous. Photograph, exhibition, and replica were and still 
are caught up in service to tales of imperialism and technological 
determinism. 
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actor and spectator thus becomes a means of fusing fiction to 
reality. While Eisenstein charts a lengthy list of techniques 
by which this fusion has been attempted, he suggests its 
culmination in the Soviet invention of stereocinema. Eisenstein 
describes this history of theatre as one that would “‘physically’ 
plunge ‘actual reality’ into invented scenes and situations.” 
Husain’s own oeuvre follows a similar trajectory. As mentioned 
above, his films have frequently explored techniques of physical 
and digital manipulation with these same goals of immersion 
and duplication. Here lies the difference between this film and 
several of Husain’s earlier works. In Isla Santa Maria 3D the 
image is more cohesive, and the technology immersive. So what 
are we to make of this new surface, the smoothness of Husain’s 
cinematic composition? Judith Halberstam has described failure 
as the “grammar of possibility,” indicating the value in exploring 
the radical opportunities available in narratives of failure, 
technological or personal. Likewise, Husain’s representatives 
in the chamber of shipwrecks ask: “how do we inhabit these 
shipwrecks, these enterprises we are left to deal with… Do you 
see the spark of potential in this new form of the replica?” As 
Eisenstein (and perhaps Husain) would have it, the intrusion of 
reality into invented narratives has powerful potential.

Husain’s wild meditation on the history of technology leaves us 
considering the complicity of our own technological processes 
in the construction of vision and power. Like 3D film itself, 
Husain’s narrative explores failure and possibility, futurity and 
history, resting on the form of the replica as a guiding force, 
not only found in the form of the ship, but also in the hundreds 
of stereoscopic images circulating throughout the nineteenth 
century and the far-flung reconstructions which found their 
home in Chicago’s “white city.” The replica stands in for both 
memory and imagination, a dichotomy replicated so beautifully 
in the very matter of film and photography, mediums always at 
odds with their own temporality. Future perfect and simple past, 
Husain’s film speculates on future and past with equal abandon, 
bridging fantastic narrative with the politics of his medium.

Emily Doucet: “‘A Map of the World Without Utopia’: Oliver Husain’s 
Isla Santa Maria 3D,” in: Border Crossings, Volume 35, Number 4, 

Issue No. 140, 2016.

In conversation, Husain described the medium of 3D film as 
something that was always already failing, that is, a wildly 
hopeful medium. In this regard, Husain joins a long tradition 
of avant-garde artists, among them Marcel Duchamp and Robert 
Breer, whose interest in the philosophical toys of the nineteenth 
century transcends the laboratory and the fairground, employing 
them as formal devices within the walls of a gallery. The term 
“philosophical toy” is generally used to refer to a group of 
objects and devices popularized in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Perhaps the most famous is Sir Charles Wheatstone’s invention 
of stereoscopic drawing and a stereoscopic viewing device, later 
popularized by Sir Oliver Wendell Holmes. Functioning on much 
the same optical principles as 3D cinema, these devices became 
highly valued as objects of leisurely entertainment and became 
the site of intense scientific and philosophical speculation. As 
Jonathan Crary has argued, these devices also served as the 
focus of an epistemological drama unfolding over much of the 
nineteenth century as earlier theories of subjectivity were 
overturned. These devices, much like later 3D cinema, laid bare 
the inner workings of binocular vision and helped give form to 
the idea that human experience of exterior reality is the result of 
a series of physiological operations. As Marcel Duchamp was to 
later put it: now “one [could] look at seeing.”

Duchamp and Breer, as well as Soviet avant-garde filmmaker Sergei 
Eisenstein all experimented with the possibility of 3D cinema. 
Two of Duchamp’s artworks (Rotary Demisphere and Discs Bearing 
Spirals) served as experimental ventures for the artist’s interest in 
3D film. Long seen as a medium with Brechtian political potential 
(though we might be more familiar with its commercial flops), 
3D cinema is the twentieth century’s philosophical toy, only just 
superseded by adventures in virtual and augmented reality. I 
would be doing Husain a disservice, however, if I neatly inserted 
his work with 3D cinema within this art historical trajectory. 
Instead of Breer or Duchamp’s formal abstraction or Eisenstein’s 
more overtly prescriptive political project, Husain employs the 
technology to establish a form of narrative abstraction. Isla 
Santa Maria 3D ’s narrative is collage-like in both its borrowing 
of words as well as its replication of images. Slides flip through 
the hologram orb, with the distinguishable sound of a slide 
projector, projection technologies colliding. The moving slides 
are ensconced in what appears to be the framing devices used 
frequently in the decoration of carte-de-visite photographs or 
stereographic cards. In another scene we find the cast in 1893: 
picnickers lounging on the beach, and lest you begin to think 
this is just another replica, their historical garb is interrupted by 
anachronism: whimsical white eyebrows, a plastic cone around 
a dog’s neck. A voice reads from the Columbian Ode, a song 
written by Harriet Monroe and commissioned by the World Fair’s 
committee in 1893. As various figures pick up an assortment 
of viewing devices, the crowd on the beach joins their voices 
together in choral form to perform the ode, recreating one small 
part of the hectic soundscape of the fairground. 

In Sergei Eisenstein’s 1947 essay On Stereocinema, his last essay 
on film before his death, he speculates on the future of cinema, 
mapping immersive techniques in the history of theatre through 
to the invention of stereocinema (an early iteration of 3D film). He 
compares what he calls the two “partners” of performance – actors 
(producers) and spectators (consumers) – to the intersecting 
spaces of fiction and reality. The bridging of experience between 

Oliver Husain is an artist and filmmaker based in Toronto, Canada. 
His films and videos have been shown internationally at a variety 
of locations in solo and group exhibitions and in numerous film 
festivals and screenings.

Films (selection)
1999: Ron & Leo (13 min.). 2002: Q (16 min.). 2005: Swivel (15 
min.), Shrivel (8 min.), Squiggle (22 min.). 2007: Rushes for Five Hats 
(13 min.). 2008: Mount Shasta (8 min.). 2009: Purfled Promises (8 
min.). 2012: Item Number (15 min.). 2013: Parade (11 min.). 2016: 
Isla Santa Maria 3D.
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A sunny afternoon. This moment belongs to Izadora alone, burst-
ing into thousands of seconds, or extending one split second to 
infinity. In this moment, everything is possible. A scenario writ-
ten by herself, or another self of her, for herself. A girl turning into 
a woman, a powerful female apparition who has lived ever before 
and will live forever. Moving forward, turning back. Izadora, lis-
tening to versions of herself.

Merle Kröger, born in 1967 in Germany, is a filmmaker and writer. 
She is the author of four novels, co-director at the Professional Me-
dia Master Class in Halle (Saale), and teaches project development.

Izadora Nistor, born in 2002 in France, is a student at a “Welcome 
Class” in Berlin. With her family, she participated in the films Revi-
sion and And-Ek Ghes.... In 2014 she received her first camera and 
has since created lots of videos and photos. 

Philip Scheffner, born in 1966 in Homburg an der Saar, Germany, 
lives in Berlin, where he works as an artist and filmmaker. He runs 
the production platform pong alonside Merle Kröger, Alex Gerbau-
let, and Caroline Kirberg.

2017, single-channel video installation, color, 8 min., without dia-
logue. Producer Merle Kröger. Production company pong Film 
GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Written and directed by /Director of 
photography/Editor Merle Kröger, Izadora Nistor, Philip Scheffner. 

© Merle Kröger, Izadora Nistor, Philip Scheffner

Izadora (listening to versions of herself)

Merle Kröger, Izadora Nistor, Philip Scheffner

IZADORA LISTENING TO VERSIONS OF HERSELFKröger, MerleNistor, IzadoraSche!ner, Philip
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Films
Merle Kröger: 2010: Der Tag des Spatzen / Day of the Sparrow (100 
min., Forum 2010). 2012: Revision (106 min., Forum 2012). 2016: 
And-Ek Ghes... (93 min., Forum 2016), Havarie (93 min., Forum 2016). 
2017: Izadora (listening to versions of herself).

Izadora Nistor: 2012: Revision (106 min., Forum 2012). 2016: And-
Ek Ghes... (93 min., Forum 2016). 2017:  Izadora (listening to ver-
sions of herself).

Philip Scheffner: 2003: A/C (42 min.). 2007: The Halfmoon Files (87 
min., Forum 2007). 2010: Der Tag des Spatzen / Day of the Sparrow 
(100 min., Forum 2010). 2012: Revision (106 min., Forum 2012). 
2016: And-Ek Ghes... (93 min., Forum 2016), Havarie (93 min., Forum 
2016). 2017:  Izadora (listening to versions of herself).

Contact:  http://www.pong-berlin.de
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2016, single-channel video installation, color, 17 min., Hebrew. 
Producer Avi Mograbi, Serge Lalou. Production company Les Films 
d’Ici (Paris, France). Director of photography Philippe Bellaiche. 
Sound Tully Chen. Music Noam Enbar. Editor Noam Enbar. With 
Awet Asheber, Dawit Tsegai, Nouraldin Musa, Liat Boltsman, Liat 
Shabtai, Goytom Brahne, Yonatan Yohanns Estifanos, Ybrah Menan, 
Liat Shabtai, Shaharit Yerushalmi. 

Holot is a detention center in the Israeli desert near the Egyptian 
border. It houses asylum-seekers from Eritrea and Sudan who can’t 
be sent back to their own countries, but who have no prospects 
in Israel either thanks to the country’s policies. Theater director 
Chen Alon and filmmaker Avi Mograbi decide to initiate a theater 
workshop with these people in the most precarious of situations. 
The structured-improvisatory composition Pana Ha’Geshem was 
devised by Noam Enbar and performed in collaboration with the 
workshop participants. It takes a popular Israeli agricultural 
song, associated with the kibbutz movement, turning it into an 
expressive polyphonic chant. 
The single-channel video installation was created in the framework 
of the documentary film Between Fences (2016) by Avi Mograbi and 
Chen Alon, which was presented in the Berlinale Forum in 2016.

© Noam Enbar

Pana Ha’Geshem
The Rain is Gone

Noam Enbar

PANA HAGESHEMEnbar, Noam
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Noam Enbar, born in 1978 in Tel-Aviv, Israel, is a singer, composer, 
and performer. He has written music for a number of films, theater, 
and dance pieces. He collaborated with Avi Mograbi on the large-
scale audio-video performance The Details premiering at Forum 
Expanded 2012. In 2015, he founded his own ensemble, The Great 
Gehenna Choir, which performs his original music. Since 2012, 
Enbar teaches composition and choir classes at the Musrara School 
of Art, Jerusalem.

Films
2016: Pana Ha’Geshem / The Rain is Gone.

Contact: http://www.lesfilmsdici.fr
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Joe Namy

2017, single-channel video installation, color, 15 min., English, 
Arabic. 

Contact: http://www.olivetones.com

The installation is based on two texts that discuss the act of 
translating war and resilience. It is designed as an immersive 
experience, to create a reflective space for the audience to think 
through the intricacies of the wars in Syria and Iraq, mediated 
through testimony. The video merely shows a color: purple, 
projected on a mirrored screen that allows the viewers to see 
their own reflection, to see themselves within the subtitled text. 
Lina Mounzer’s essay War in Translation: Giving Voice to the Women 
of Syria weaves the testimonies she is translating with her own 
personal experience of living through the civil war in Lebanon, and 
how her own experience shapes how she processes and internalizes 
the testimonies in order to distill the essence of the words. 
Stefan Tarnowski’s essay Subtitling a Film describes the intricacies 
of translating subtitles for the anonymous f ilm collective 
Abounaddara and the special collaborative process of working 
for someone he has never met. Tarnowski uses this experience to 
reflect on the role of the subtitle, the details lost in translation, 
and what additional elements and contradictions are created by 
the differences between subtitles and image.

© Joe Namy

Purple, Bodies in Translation – Part II of 
A Yellow Memory from the Yellow Age

PURPLE BODIES IN TRANSLATION PART II OF A YELLOW MEMORY FROM THE YELLOW AGENamy, Joe
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I was on the balcony reading, a quiet night overlooking Jabal 
Sheikh (Mount Hermon, on the border with Syria). In the distance 
beyond the mountain, faint sounds erupted with a purple light 
that flashed dimly. I tried to figure out what was happening, 
what these sounds and this color meant, but the more I tried to 
understand the deeper the shade shifted. Since then I’ve seen 
this purple appear in texts, in videos, in headlines, on the street; 
in various translations of a colored situation that I am no closer 
to understanding.

Here are four of the shades I’ve come across: 

quiet purple (silence): 
the absent, the unknown, and the unexplainable; 

dark purple (in the body): 
Lina Mounzer on translating testimonials; 

purple on purple (the subtitle and the subtitler): 
Stefan Tarnowski on subtitling a film; 

purple fish porphyra (a color and a feeling): 
the Greek etymology of purple.

                                                                                     Joe Namy

Joe Namy, born in 1978 in Lansing, USA, is based in Beirut, Lebanon. 
He works with visual media and music, often addressing aspects of 
identity, memory, power, and currents encoded in organized sound. 
He is currently serving as an advisor for the Ashkal Alwan Home 
Workspace independent study program. He studied jazz, Arabic, 
and heavy metal drumming in Detroit, where he started out making 
hip-hop music videos. His work has been exhibited, screened, and 
amplified internationally in museums, galleries, and festivals. Some 
of his projects fall under the sound art platform titled Electric 
Kahraba, which operates as an experimental radio program.

Films
2008: Locusts (10 min.). 2009: People Not Places (12 min.), 
Jnoub / South Lebanon (12 min.). 2010: Detroit Summer (4 min.), 
Foreclosure Reversal (4 min.), Under the Shade of Apprehension  
(7 min.). 2014: Testify (6 min.), Half Step (1 min., Forum Expanded 
2014). 2015: Dive (5 min.), Stones Gods People (5 min., Forum 
Expanded 2016). 2017: Purple, Bodies in Translation – Part II of 
A Yellow Memory from the Yellow Age.
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2016, 3-channel video installation, color, 33 min., Korean. Produc-
tion company Jeamin Cha (Seoul, Korea). Written and directed by 
Jeamin Cha. Director of photography Youngjik Cho. Sound design 
Morceauxx J. Woo. With Si Hyun Cho, Sook Hee Song, SungDae 
Yoon, Donghoon Lee, Yo Han Choi, An Young Shin, Jong Sup Hwang, 
Sang Jin Baik, Changwan Park, Hyunkwang Jin, Ji Hyun Jung, Hye 
Young Kim. 

Contact: theyoungowl@gmail.com

The South Korean Minimum Wage Commission is an entity that 
negotiates and decides the next year’s minimum wage. Established 
in 1978, the commission’s meetings have been held behind closed 
doors. Thus, we can only assume and imagine the discussion of the 
2015 meeting to find out how the 2016 minimum wage was decided. 
That is, to understand a decision about the present, we have to 
look back to the situation of a past meeting where the future wage 
was negotiated. The scenario of the 3-channel video installation 
Twelve is based on the content of a 2015 meeting with reference to 
various documents. Twelve characters represent the twelve times 
of the meeting. In addition, a sequentially operating, repetitive 
machine movement is juxtaposed with the meeting scenes. The 
work emphasizes the fact that what is called formal, public, and 
a human discussion is being held only behind closed doors or in a 
private space, while simultaneously questioning what the future 
of a nation and its democracy should be.

© Jeamin Cha

Twelve

Jeamin Cha

TWELVECha, Jeamin

12338 pos: 89
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Cold and Dry

The films of Jeamin Cha are dry. The balanced composition, 
rendered in cool hues, brings to mind the scales of justice, 
tipping neither this way nor that. To remain squarely neutral, 
Cha subdues all the passion of feeling and maintains a stance of 
cautious observation. This isn’t to say that her work is bland or 
simplistic. She disturbs turbulent storms but does so concisely, 
targeting their quiet center. Standing at the fiercest height of 
conflict, she refines her emotions and calmly relays her stories. 
In terms of theme, most of her works are grounded in a weighty 
critical consciousness. In taking a critical perspective on society 
and politics, it would be easy to produce works that are defiant 
and indignant; just as with strong visual effects, the more 
dramatic the subject explored, the more explosive and extreme 
the methods of depiction become. Cha, in contrast, gives her 
subjects of interest a clear voice while also maintaining a sense 
of emotional balance that distances her works from the dogmatic 
or didactic. She foregoes any approach that might be considered 
even the slightest bit instructive or one-directional in its 
delivery and constructs a unique mise-en-scène. Cha’s aesthetic 
is characterized by a dry feeling of distance and a crisp visual 
beauty that is neither heavy nor light.

Of course, since the artist is still young, it’s not really possible 
to draw any firm conclusions about the qualities that define her 
work. It is possible, however, to look at what she has produced 
since 2010, when she began to present her works in earnest, and 
roughly categorize these into three groupings. Organized by 
topic, the groupings are works that address labor issues (Chroma-
key and Labyrinth (2013), Twelve (2016)), works that address 
mysterious deaths in the military (Hysterics (2004), Autodidact 
(2014)), and works that address urban development (Sleep Walker 
(2009), Mrs. Rottenmeier (2010)). A common thread throughout 
her works is the investigation of labor issues in the city. Rather 
than seek to explicitly develop any broad discourse, she traces 
each theme back to the level of individuals and their problems, 
identifying issues relevant to the social discourse in the process.

Chroma-key and Labyrinth (2013) and Twelve (2016)
Cha’s two works on labor issues were presented at two different 
biennials in Korea during the same period in 2016. (The two works 
were featured at Mediacity Seoul 2016 and the 2016 Gwangju 
Biennale, a notable accomplishment for a young artist). Chroma-
key and Labyrinth, one of Cha’s pre-existing works, was exhibited 
at the Gwangju Biennale. The biennial’s artistic director Maria 
Lind described the piece as one that illuminates the fact that, 
although modern people live in the online environment, the base 
of this environment is ultimately physical labor. In Chroma-key 
and Labyrinth, Cha examines the notion of labor in the abstract, 
behind which the actual process of labor becomes hidden. The 
film juxtaposes footage of the busy hands of a cable installation 
worker with footage of the same hands in front of a chroma-key 
set, engaged in busy motion but not actually doing anything. In 
this way, the artist questions the definitions and significance 
attached to the labor of workers versus the notion of labor 
confined within the word “labor.”

Cha first met with the cable installation worker when an 
acquaintance, the head of a labor union, commissioned a video 
project. The union had been looking for an artist who could take 

video footage of a survey on labor conditions that would be sent 
to the National Assembly. Though introduced casually, Cha’s 
connection with the worker inevitably became a central element 
of her work. That is, Cha’s mode of work, informed by a mature sense 
of discretion, makes room for a viewpoint that refuses to objectify. 
She prepares for the production as if making a documentary: 
meeting with the subject of her film face to face, observing, 
researching, and communicating with the subject from a close 
distance, and establishing deep ties with the community. Yet Cha 
doesn’t arrange the information she collects in chronological 
order. One sees from the footage that she consistently keeps the 
camera at a fixed distance from the subject. The camera neither 
strays too far from the worker nor zooms in on him through close-
ups. Even when the worker is climbing up and down a telephone 
pole or untangling cable wires in an alley, the camera remains 
at the same distance. Cha is careful to position herself in a 
place where she can identify and highlight a certain feeling 
within the overall context, articulating problems and creating 
a thin fissure in a framework that had been considered solid. 
 
Whereas Chroma-key and Labyrinth focuses on the act of labor, 
Twelve, a new work that was presented for the first time at 
Mediacity Seoul 2016, focuses on the conditions of labor. 
Commissioned for the biennial, Twelve looks at the negotiation 
process of the Minimum Wage Commission as it carries out its 
deliberations for the coming year. The commission’s proceedings 
have been closed since its establishment in 1987. Cha secured, 
with some difficulty, the records of the 2015 proceedings, which 
she turned into a script for her film, without added dramatization. 
Though some modifications were made to the number of people 
partaking in the meeting and their tone of voice, the dialogue 
was not altered in any significant way; viewers will feel as if they 
are watching a scene in a reality show.

A three-channel installation, Twelve depicts the commission 
members acting as mediators on the central screen, with 
representatives of business on the left and representatives of 
labor on the right. Twelve meetings are depicted chronologically. 
The participants’ perspectives differ sharply, but aside from 
a few heated moments it is a low-key affair. When the conflict 
appears to be intensifying, there’s an emotionally rousing shift 
to a scene of a machine sorting pills. Though the parties to the 
negotiations have vastly different economic needs and positions 
on the matter in question, visually the divide is much narrower. 
This is because the same scenes are repeated again and again in 
the film, and the distribution of the people across the screens 
(four per screen) is balanced. With the two sides in opposition and 
unwilling to compromise on their views, they can only proceed in 
parallel, unable to agree without mediation. In Chroma-key and 
Labyrinth, featuring an actual worker, and Twelve, based on actual 
meeting records, Cha touches on the value of labor, particularly 
its unseen abstract elements. Her works are direct investigations 
that incorporate actual people and events, but by extracting the 
narratives hidden in them, Cha cuts away the elements of truth 
and reality.

Hysterics (2014) and Autodidact (2014)
Hysterics (2014) and Autodidact (2014) are two of Cha’s works 
in which the visuals are more markedly abstract. Hysterics 
utilizes a black light, a tool that is often used in forensic 
investigations to look for traces of bloodstains around a corpse 
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after a mysterious death. The camera moves along a track, 
and blank white sheets of paper, exposed to black light, show 
blotches of liquids. This is a depiction of the meanings hidden 
in society. According to the artist, the film’s single scene was 
shot in a single take. Electrical cords and the white paper are 
clearly visible on the screen to show that the setting has been 
staged. The artist makes this obvious rather than try to hide 
it. She also does only minimal editing, presenting things as 
they truly are, in an abstract reality. The artist, in a state of 
hysteria, seeks to uncover the truth hidden in a manufactured 
situation, and she does so without pretense; her quest is to 
find the truth that lies concealed behind contrived exteriors. 
 
In Autodidact, Cha narrates the conversation she had with Hur 
Youngchun, a man who taught himself forensic science in order 
to uncover the truth behind the death of his son, who died in 
1984 under questionable circumstances while doing his military 
service. Here, too, Cha depicts the dogged pursuit of a hidden 
truth that must be exposed as an experience of hysteria. Hysteria, 
a word with negative connotations because of associations 
with mental and psychological disorders, is juxtaposed with 
truth, particularly truth that morality and conscience demand 
we expose. Through an ironic, contrasting pairing of words and 
abstract visuals, the artist gives shape to an argument that, due 
to repression by society, cannot otherwise be expressed.

Art that addresses sociopolitical issues will often take the 
position of enlightening. The artist will use film, the medium 
of the camera, to communicate a personal social message, 
asserting a kind of omniscience; this process of didactic 
self-positioning, violent in its coerciveness, is what Cha is 
especially wary of. Cha’s preferred mode of operation is to show 
the truth in stark terms and bring it to light. From beginning 
to end, her films maintain a tension that doesn’t give; at the 
same time, they target cracks in the viewer’s thinking. This 
aesthetic syntax is rooted in fundamental questions. The 
artist’s attitude toward art is one of persistent self-questioning 
as to where her focus should lie, and what her grounding 
should be when producing art that addresses social issues. 
 
“Why do I do art?” “What is the role of art in society?” The stance 
an artist assumes ultimately becomes the basis for the visual 
elements and grammar of her art. Cha has said that writing an 
op-ed or campaigning would be much more efficient ways of 
arguing her opinions, which is why she stresses that art needs to 
be a kind of seed, able to make people think about what is wrong 
with certain situations. The subtle tensions that can be felt in 
Cha’s work, together with the bleak yet not disconsolate way she 
exposes current issues, are suggestive of where she stands and 
what matters most to her as an artist.

Lim Seunghyun: “Cold and Dry,” in: The Artro,  
Platform for Korean Contemporary Art, 2016,  

URL: http://eng.theartro.kr/interview/interview.
asp?idx=48&curpage=

Jeamin Cha was born in 1986 in Seoul, South Korea, where she 
lives and works as an artist and filmmaker. She graduated from 
the Korean National University of Arts in Seoul (BFA) and Chelsea 
College of Design and Arts in London (MFA). She has held solo 
exhibitions and been part of numerous group exhibitions.

Films
2013: Fog and Smoke (21 min.), TROT, TRIO, WALTZ (12 min.), 
Labyrinth and Chroma-key (15 min.). 2014: Autodidact (10 min., 
Forum Expanded 2015), Hysterics (8 min., Forum Expanded 2015). 
2016: OorR (2 min.), Hospital (2 min.), Twelve.

http://eng.theartro.kr/interview/interview.asp?idx=48&curpage
http://eng.theartro.kr/interview/interview.asp?idx=48&curpage
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2017, 4-channel video installation, color, 40 min., Arabic. Producer 
Khaled Faqeeh, Mike Crane. Production companies Wattan 
TV (Ramallah, Palestine), Mike Crane (New York, USA). Written 
by Khaled Faqeeh. Director of photography Amjad Shoman. 
Production design Atheer Niem. Sound Atheer Niem. Editor Sameh 
Kareem. Production manager Samia Hirzalla. With Wafaa Arouri, 
Kamal Odeh, Sara AlAdra, Hamza AlSalaymeh, May Marei, Ala Zeid, 
Raneen Khalid, Emad S. AbuBaker. 

 

UHF42 E01+E02 are the first two episodes of a teledrama set 
entirely within the studios and offices of Wattan TV, a 24-hour 
television news agency based in the occupied West Bank city of 
Ramallah. Each episode portrays one day in a continuous workweek, 
blending scripted performances with documentary scenes of office 
life. The series follows the station’s staff as they act out a report 
on the rise of consumer debt in Ramallah. Over the past decade, 
the area has experienced a surge in private bank loans, forming 
a cosmopolitan island of prosperity in the occupied Palestinian 
territories. Parallel to these developments, Wattan TV created a 
dramatized series to report on the advent of the criminal justice 
system in Ramallah, providing one of the first scripted news 
programs of its kind in the Middle East. For the production of 
UHF42, Mike Crane worked with the writer and crew members of 
that series to script a new fictional drama about the credit system 
that has shaped the city over the past decade. UHF42 adapts the 
formal techniques of news production to investigate a period of 
rapid development, employing the station’s workers to probe the 
structures of public and private debt under military occupation.

Contact: cranemike@gmail.com

© Mike Crane

UHF42 E01+E02

Mike Crane

UHF E+ECrane, Mike

15646 pos: 90

Mike Crane, born in 1982 in Miami, USA, and raised in Bogotá, 
Colombia, is an artist currently based in New York. He graduated 
from the Cooper Union School of Art (BFA) and Hunter College, 
City University of New York (MFA). He has presented his work in 
cinemas and exhibitions worldwide. Crane is a recipient of the 
2015 Creative Capital Award for Visual Arts.

Films
2005: Highlands (140 min.). 2009: New Company (45 min.). 2010: 
Spoke Hub Distribution Paradigm (60 min.), Theory of Heat (15 min.). 
2012: Assembly Room 1 (42 min.). 2014: Feedback Action Program 
(30 min.). 2015: Choice Modeling (20 min.), Bunker Drama (30 min., 
Forum Expanded 2016). 2017: UHF42 E01+E02.

 �
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2017, 3-channel video installation, color, 75 min., English. 

Contact: http://www.neugerriemschneider.com

The 3-channel video installation Untitled Fragments brings 
together four histories: the 1860s scorched earth policy of Kit 
Carson used to drive out the Navajos from their homeland in 
Canyon de Chelly, the 1967 execution of Che Guevara in Bolivia, 
the 1972 carpet bombing of Hanoi, and the 2016 Cedar Fire in the 
California Sierras. The radio transmission is from a US Air Force 
B-52 (Stratofortress Bomber, code name Lilac 02) recorded on the 
evening of December 26, 1972 during which 116 B-52s attacked 
Hanoi and Haiphong dropping all of their bombs within 15 minutes. 
The recording was declassified in 2016. 
The installation is part of a larger project that further includes 
paintings, drawings, serigraphs, tapestries, f ilm loops, and 
historical objects.

© James Benning

Untitled Fragments

James Benning

UNTITLED FRAGMENTSBenning, James

02917 pos: 93
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James Benning, born in 1942 in Milwaukee, USA, began working 
as an independent filmmaker in 1972, even before studying film 
at the University of Wisconsin. From 1977 to 1980 he taught at 
the universities of California and Oklahoma, then moved to New 
York to continue his work as an independent filmmaker. In 2009 
he switched from 16mm to digital filmmaking. Since then his work 
has included installation and site specific art with many shows in 
galleries and museums. Besides his current film/art work, Benning 
has taught at the California Institute of the Arts since 1987. Last 
year he was a visiting artist at the International Film and TV School 
(EICTV) in Cuba.

Films (selection)
1971: Did You Ever Hear that Cricket Sound?. 1972: Ode to Muzac 
(3 min.), Time & A Half (17 min.), Art Hist. 101 (17 min.). 1973: 
Honeyland Road (11 min.), Michigan Avenue (6 min.). 1974: i94 (3 
min.), 8! x 11 (33 min.). 1975: 3 Minutes on the Dangers of Film 
Recording (3 min.), Saturday Night (3 min.), The United States of 
America (25 min.), 9/1/75 (22 min.). 1976: Chicago Loop (8 min.), 
11 x 14 (83 min., Forum 1977). 1977: One Way Boogie Woogie (60 
min.). 1979: Grand Opera. An Historical Romance (90 min., Forum 
1980). 1981: Him and Me (88 min.). 1983: American Dreams (lost 
and found) (56 min.). 1985: O Panama (28 min., Forum 1987). 1986: 
Landscape Suicide (95 min., Forum 1987). 1988: Used Innocence (95 
min.). 1991: North on Evers (87 min.). 1995: Deseret (82 min.). 1997: 
Four Corners (80 min., Forum 1998). 1998: Utopia (93 min.). 1999: 
El Valley Centro (90 min., Forum 2002). 2000: Los (90 min., Forum 
2002). 2002: Sogobi (90 min., Forum 2002). 2004: 13 Lakes (133 
min., Forum 2005), Ten Skies (101 min., Forum 2005). 2005: One Way 
Boogie Woogie / 27 Years Later (120 min., Forum 2006). 2007: RR (110 
min., Forum 2008), Casting a Glance (81 min.). 2009: Ruhr (121 min.), 
Fire & Rain (1 min.). 2010: John Krieg Exiting the Falk Corporation in 
1971 (71 min.), Pig Iron (33 min.), Pascal’s Lemma (document) (17 
min.), Reforming the Past (60 min.). 2011: Two Cabins (30 min.), Faces 
(1973) (25 min.), Faces (135 min.), Milwaukee/Duisburg (installation, 
Forum Expanded 2011), Twenty Cigarettes (99 min., Forum 2011), 
After Warhol (65 min.), Small Roads (103 min.). 2012: Nightfall (98 
min.), Stemple Pass (121 min, Forum 2013), Postscript (7 min.), Easy 
Rider (95 min.), The War (55 min.), One Way Boogie Woogie 2012 
(90 min.), BNSF (194 min.). 2013: Three Generations (8 min.), Data 
Entry (10 min.), US 41 (52 min.). 2014: Natural History (77 min.), 
FAROCKI (77 min.), Concord Woods (121 min.). 2015: 52 Films Project 
(300 min.), American Dreams (85 min.), Fresh Air (46 min.). 2016: 
Dancing in the Street (6 min.), Cuba, An Historical Romance (4 min.), 
Thinking of Red (8 min.), In Memory of Benjamin Benally (5 min.), 
Vallegrande, 1967 (4 min.), Ash 01 (20 min.), Fall Equinox (77 min.), 
Spring Equinox (77 min.), Scorched Earth (61 min.), Red Cloud (61 
min.), Measuring Change (61 min.), Time after Time (44 min.). 2017: 
Untitled Fragments.

List of terms

Red Crown: Navy radar support ship in the Gulf of Tonkin
Guns: a B-52 tail gunner
CPI: Current Position Indicator
Triple A: Anti-Aircraft Artillery
LP: Layer Protocol
IP: Insert Point
Bulls-eye: navigation center point, Hanoi
RCD: Record
LIST: Communication center
Lilac, Pinto, Colbalt, Snow, Slate, Cream, Copper, Pink, Ash, etc:  
B-52s flew in color-coded cells of three, for example Lilac 01,  
Lilac 02, and Lilac 03  
SAM: Surface to Air Missile 
Uplink: radio signal sent from ground to redirect a SAM
PDI: Pre-Designated-Items
TG: target
Secondary: second explosion due to bombs hitting explosive 
target
Nav: navigator
Chicks: slang for the three planes in a cell
COA: Course of Action, combat area
Gate or Fence: perimeter or edge of COA
POL: Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant storage
MiG: soviet built fighter jet
Bandit: slang for MiG

James Benning
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2016, single-channel video installation, color, 28 min., Arabic. 
Producer Oraib Toukan. Production company Oraib Toukan 
(Ramallah, Palestine). Commissioned by Cities Exhibition 5, Birzeit 
University Museum. Editor Oraib Toukan. Translation and subtitles 
Fadi Abu Nimeh. With Lara Abu Ramadan, Hosam Salem, Khalil 
Hamra, Walaa Al Ghussein, Ashraf Al Masri. 

Oraib Toukan, born in 1977 in the USA, is an artist currently 
working from Oxford, England where she is completing her PhD. 
Until 2015 she was head of the Arts Division at Bard College at 
Al Quds University in Palestine. She is visiting faculty at the 
International Academy of Fine Arts in Ramallah and assistant 
professor at the University of Oxford’s Ruskin School of Fine Arts. 
She has participated internationally in numerous group and solo 
exhibitions

Contact: http://www.oraibtoukan.com/

When Things Occur is based on Skype conversations with Gaza-
based photographers, fixers, and drivers who were behind specific 
images that were transmitted from screen to screen in the summer 
of 2014. The film probes the face of mourning and grief – its 
digital embodiment, transmission, and representation. It asks 
how the gaze gets channeled within the digital realm, and how 
empathy travels. Equally, how the documentary signifier – and 
its abstraction – operate when viewing suffering. What exactly 
is viewing suffering ‘at a distance’ – and how many meters or 
kilometers is that? What is the behavior and political economy of 
the image of war? Who is the ‘local’ in the representation of war? 
What is the daily routine of those who represent war?

© Oraib Toukan

When Things Occur

Oraib Toukan

WHEN THINGS OCCURToukan, Oraib

19352 pos: 95
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Across a series of flashbacks, an extended Indigenous family argues 
about what caused their boat’s motor to break down and leave them 
stranded out in the bush. As they consider the roles played in the 
incident by the ancestral presence, the regulatory state and the 
Christian faith, Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams explores the multiple 
demands and inescapable vortexes of contemporary Indigenous 
life. 
The film is the most surreal and near-psychedelic of the Karrabing 
Film Collective’s productions to date. It explores how the 
collective’s Indigenous filmmakers experience the containments of 
missionary-Christian moral codes as well as settler-colonial rule-of-
law, and how these layer, displace, but ultimately are absorbed into 
ancestral territorial arrangements secured in sweat and through 
generational obligation.

2016, single-channel video installation, color, 29 min., English. 
Production company Karrabing Indigneous Corporation (Nightcliff, 
Australia). Director Elizabeth A. Povinelli Screenplay Karrabing 
Film Collective. Director of photography Natasha Lewis. 
Production design Sandra Yarrowin. Sound Leandros Ntounis. 
Sound design Leandros Ntounis. Editor Elizabeth A. Povinelli. 
Production manager Cecilia Lewis. With Trevor Bianamu (Trevor), 
Rex Edmunds (Over), Linda Yarrowin (Jojo), Rex Sing (Rex), Patsy-
Ann Jorrock (Ancestral Spirit #1), Lorraine Lane (Ancestral Spirit 
#2), Robyn Lane (Ancestral Spirit #3), Sandra Yarrowin (Ancestral 
Spirit #4), Sharon Lane (Welfare Worker #1), Daphne Yarrowin 
(Contemporary and 1952 Pastor). 

Contact: http://www.karrabing.com

© Karrabing Film Collective

Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams

Karrabing Film Collective 

WUTHARR, SALTWATER DREAMS, Karrabing Film Collective

14652 pos: 96
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An interview with the Karrabing Film Collective

In October 2016 the Karrabing Film Collective obtained passports 
for the first time, and traveled to take part in Jerusalem Show VIII 
Before and After Origins at Al Ma’mal Foundation. The presentation 
formed part of the 3rd Qalandiya International – a contemporary 
art event that takes place every two years across Palestinian 
cities and villages and in 2016 included sites of the Palestinian 
diaspora in Amman, Beirut, and London. The exhibition featured 
among other things Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams by Karrabing Film 
Collective. A discussion with the Subversive Film collective from 
Ramallah was also announced.1 

Vivian Ziherl, curator of the Jerusalem Show and founder of 
Frontier Imaginaries, met the collective’s members Gavin 
Bianamu, Sheree Bianamu, Natasha Lewis, and Elizabeth A. 
Povinelli for an interview.

Vivian Ziherl: Jerusalem Show VIII Before and After Origins 
proposes an “arts of connection” – learning from the Palestinian 
experience in which a chief technology of dispossession has been 
the long-term division and estrangement of populations. How is 
Karrabing filmmaking an art of connection, and how did that come 
about?

Karrabing Film Collective: Karrabing filmmaking began in the 
wake of a vicious state intervention in Indigenous governance –  
the governance of Indigenous people in the North. In 
the 1970s the Australian state “recognized” the rights of 
Indigenous people to their lands but operationalized this 
right by dividing people based on reductive anthropological 
theories of “clan” and “totem.” In practice, state-based land 
recognition pitted Indigenous groups against each other, and 
set up the settler courts as purportedly neutral arbiters. But 
by the 2000s a longstanding conservative federal government 
backed by large mining interests slowly tried to overturn 
land-rights legislation by “starving” people off their land –  
denying financial and social support for rural and remote 
Indigenous communities, forcing them into low wage jobs or 
more typically not caring about what happens to them after 
they leave their lands. This tactic assumes that, once removed 
from country, “land” increasingly becomes an abstraction 
rather than an embodied relation. And the need for a means 
of life increases. As an abstraction the seductions of capital 
and capitalization of land become more seductive.

Karrabing filmmaking refuses both forms of state disconnection 
– the disconnection of families and the disconnection of 
families and generations from their memories and lands. 
Karrabing does not refer to a single family’s land or totem but 
to a condition of the saltwater tides. Karrabing is the saltwater 
that connects across family lands and is the condition of their 
existence. And Karrabing filmmaking provides the practices of 
memory that continually re-embody people and place.

Today Karrabing crossed from Jerusalem to Ramallah to spend time 
with the collective Subversive Film because they could not join the 
public event with Al Ma’mal Foundation. What did you learn meeting 
with Subversive Film, looking at their research into Palestinian 
Militant Film, and from the border-crossings that had to happen for 
this to take place?

The footage was stunning – both the surrealist Palestine 
Liberation Organization propagandist stuff and the 
documentary footage of people’s arrival in Jordanian camps 
in 1967. We remembered stories of grandparents and great-
grandparents being interned in the 1930s and removed again 
during World War II, and some sneaking out and walking 
hundred of kilometers across the bush to get back to their 
homelands. Some of us were really interested to see that 
women and young kids were training to fight with guns. And 
that people imagined they could  – and partially did – get their 
lands back by arms. There were acts of violent resistance in 
early settler colonialism but the demographics were different, 
and Indigenous people were largely massacred.

In terms of crossing the checkpoints, some of us thought 
about the differences and similarities in the way that rural 
and remote Indigenous communities are locked up. Part of the 
lock-up and removal has to do with where Indigenous people 
in the north were interned in the 1930s – away from white 
cities – and how poverty keeps them locked there (cars, petrol, 
registration all cost money). Part of this is the way the state 
currently polices Aboriginal communities as well. Police have 
the right to enter communities and houses at will under the 
flimsiest of pretexts. They can set up check-points to search 
for alcohol, and under this excuse arrest people for quality of 
life infractions, outstanding warrants, unregistered cars, etc. 
As fines pile up and income drops, these slow quasi-violent 
acts account for the vastly unequal number of Indigenous men 
and women in Australian prisons. We saw the walled enclosure, 
the constant harassment of Palestinians, the blockage of 
movement as similar in form if not content.

The 1970s style militant image/cause was about being prepared to 
die in order to continue existing, but militancy for you guys, and 
increasingly Palestinians, is about being prepared to live… in order 
to continue existing?

Yes, but we must reimagine what it is to be militant outside 
of one of the dominant images and causes of 1970s style 
militancy, namely armed insurrection; a being prepared to 
die for the cause. In the condition of the state debilitation 
of Indigenous existence militancy is the refusal to cease to 
exist.

Our colleague and co-conspirator Rachel O’Reilly once pointed 
out that in some ways Karrabing’s filmmaking is about the effort 
of getting better scripts for its protagonists. What part of the 
Australian settler-colonial script does Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams 
work on in particular, and how do images do the job?

Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams is our favorite film so far even if it 
is probably the most challenging for non-Indigenous people. 
It begins and insists throughout that Indigenous families 
are not homogeneous cultural machines but are composed 
of complex points of view. The film begins with a simple 
question – what caused a boat motor to break down on a trip 
to Karrabing’s remote country. Was it faulty wiring? Jealous 
ancestors? Or a test of Christian faith?

In a series of flashbacks each of these points of view is 
recounted. But in the end we see that, in fact, all three points 
of view exist in the same frame – that all three are now facts on 
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the ground, that they coexist in the same place and time, and 
that they find if not a unity then an ongoing interconnected 
relationship.

Crucial scenes – the scenes we think hinge the argument 
without explicating it – are one at the beginning of the 
film where three people argue about whether the ancestors 
(Trevor), Jesus (Linda), or wiring (Rex) caused the motor 
to break down and a long scene near the end when Linda 
confronts the ancestors seeking help with the boat.

But throughout the film the images of entryways are crucial 
as characters go into one entryway and come out in another 
place and time. And as in all Karrabing films, the everyday 
nature of Indigenous struggles to maintain a contemporary 
relation to each other and their land is constantly punctuated 
by the state. Throughout Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams, the 
argument about what broke the motor is driven by the fact 
that the police are looking to enforce an enormous fine on the 
owners of the boat for setting off an emergency flare without 
having expensive safety equipment or permits.

1  Subversive Film is made up of Reem Shilleh and Mohanad Yaqubi, who 
will take part in Think Film No. 5 „Archival Constellations“. Yaqubi’s film 
Off Frame aka Revolution until Victory is also part of Forum Expanded 
2017.

Vivian Ziherl: “Karrabing Film Collective, Wutharr, Saltwater 
Dreams,“ on vdrome.org, 2016, URL: http://www.vdrome.org/

karrabing-film-collective-wutharr-saltwater-dreams/

The Karrabing Film Collective began in 2008, in the shadow of 
the Australian state’s assault on Indigenous social worlds and 
lands. The collective is a grassroots arts and film group who use 
their aesthetic practices as a means of self-organization and 
social analysis. Most Karrabing are Indigenous and live in a rural 
community in the Northern Territory with low or no income. Their 
films and art works represent their lives, create bonds with their 
land, and intervene in global images of indigeneity. They develop 
local artistic languages and forms, while allowing audiences 
to understand new forms of collective Indigenous agency. 
Their medium is a form of survivance – a refusal to relinquish 
their country and a means of investigating contemporary social 
conditions of inequality.
Karrabing Film Collective members: Trevor Bianamu, Gavin Bianamu, 
Sheree Bianamu, Ricky Bianamu, Taleesh Bianamu, Danielle Bigfoot, 
Kelvin Bigfoot, Rex Edmunds, Chloe Gordon, Claudette Gordon, 
Ryan Gordon, Claude Holtze, Ethan Jorrock, Marcus Jorrock, Reggie 
Jorrock, Patsy-Anne Jorrock, Daryl Lane, Lorraine Lane, Robyn Lane, 
Sharon Lane, Tess Lea, Cecilia Lewis, Angelina Lewis, Marcia Bigfoot 
Lewis, Natasha Lewis, Serina Lippo, Joslyn McDonald, Elizabeth 
A. Povinelli, Rex Sing, Kerin Sing, Shannon Sing, Claude Yarrowin, 
Daphne Yarrowin, Linda Yarrowin, Roger Yarrowin, Sandra Yarrowin, 
Quentin Shields

Films
2012: Karrabing, Low Tide Turning (14 min.). 2014: When the Dogs 
Talked (34 min.). 2015: Windjarrameru, The Stealing C*nt$ (35 min.). 
2016: Wutharr, Saltwater Dreams.

http://www.vdrome.org/karrabing-film-collective-wutharr-saltwater-dreams/
http://www.vdrome.org/karrabing-film-collective-wutharr-saltwater-dreams/
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How come some occurrences are edited out of history and some 
over-emphasized? Who is giving whom the right to speak and 
when? How is history visible and audible in the present? What is 
an anti-monument? What are ways in which an archive relates to 
the present? 
Towards Memory is a video and research project in collaboration 
with Namibian women who as children were sent to the former 
GDR during the Namibian struggle for independence and against 
apartheid, which started in 1979. After the fall of the Berlin Wall 
they were abruptly sent back to Namibia. 
The video installation is based on archival research, video 
interviews, as well as contemporary commemorations of 25 years 
of independence and the genocide of the Herero and Nama. The 
project scrutinizes the entanglement of German and Namibian 
politics dealing with the consequences and (in-)visibilities of 
colonialism, genocide, displacement, and apartheid.

2016, 2-channel video installation, color, 32 min., German, English. 
Producer Katrin Winkler. Production company Katrin Winkler 
(Berlin, Germany). Director of photography Katrin Winkler. Sound 
Kauna Hoabeb. Sound design Stefan Röselmair. Editor Katrin 
Winkler, Noam Gorbat. With Monica Nambelela, Lucia Engombe, 
Fatima Pedru, Esther Utjiua Muinjange. 

Contact: katrin.winkler2@gmx.de

© Katrin Winkler

Towards Memory

Katrin Winkler

TOWARDS MEMORYWinkler, Katrin

17043 pos: 88
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Towards Memory

For some years now Katrin Winkler has been concerned with ques-
tions of the construction of history, primarily in a post-colonial 
context, and with the consequences this has for current public 
and political space. She understands her working method, which 
incorporates those affected, in part as an option for discourse, 
for emancipation and identity formation. In order to keep histo-
ry from being instrumentalized – a continuous and ongoing pro-
cess – it is constantly necessary to adjust interpretations, and 
thus their far-reaching influential power into what is currently 
up for negotiation. 

How memory is defined, and the form, scope, and state, even the 
methods of documenting our archives determines the criteria 
used for storage and transmission, and how they have been and are 
subject to certain larger structures of power and ideology: these 
are the decisive questions with regard to our storage repositories 
themselves. Archives, constantly growing and proliferating in a 
range of media, are therefore more important than ever and will 
require, not least due to the range of their mass media sources, 
a new form of handling and of deconstruction, especially since 
an overheated media society tends greatly toward constantly 
publishing and “documenting.”

In this context, artistic research and documentary formats 
are adequate tools alongside strictly academic and historical 
methods to do research into reformulating “monuments” or 
recontextualizing “anti-monuments.” The media format of 
the multi-channel video installation therefore fits well to our 
complex circumstances and to the possibility of integrating a 
wide variety of visual and acoustic sources into an interlocked 
format of essayistic moving images. The artistic treatment of 
history produces the necessary difference from the ordinary 
reworking of history and in the best cases ends up in a new 
archaeology of the present. Katrin Winkler’s work is an excellent 
example of this. 

Günther Selichar

Katrin Winkler, born in 1983 in Starnberg, Germany, works in the 
fields of expanded cinema, critical research, video, and photography. 
A recurring theme in her practice is the invisibility and visibility of 
history and its entanglement with the contemporary moment. She 
was an assistant at the Katutura Community Art Center, Windhoek, 
Namibia. She holds a BFA in Photography from the Hochschule 
München, an MFA in Photography and Media with Allan Sekula from 
the California Institute of the Arts, Los Angeles, and was a master 
student of Clemens von Wedemeyer at the Academy of Fine Arts, 
Leipzig. Her work has been shown in exhibitions around the world.

Films
2009: Not Only A. (13 min.). 2011: To Protect and to Serve (10 min., 
loop). 2013: We don’t just want a piece of the pie, we want the whole 
fucking bakery! (video installation, 28 min., loop). 2016: Towards 
Memory.
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